Abstract-Recently, there is an increasing interest in WIFI positioning systems due to the cost and availability of this technology. However, the main problem in WIFI-based localization is the severe fluctuation of received signal strength even for a static client. In this paper, we consider the localization of a wireless device using a dynamic neural network. Many types of dynamic neural networks are simulated, and then we will choose the one that gives best estimations to do real experiments. The proposed approach demonstrates significant improvements in the experiments and simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate indoor geolocation is an important and novel emerging technology for commercial, public safety, and military applications. Recently, there is increasing interest in WIFI positioning systems due to the cost and availability of this technology. Wide applications of indoor localization such as location-based services applications have been emerging very fast [1] , which demands a closer attention to their use. However, the main problem in WIFI-based localization is the severe fluctuation of received signal strength (RSS) even for a static client. It is not easy to model the radio propagation in the indoor environment because of severe multipath, low probability for availability of line-of-sight (LOS) path, and specific site parameters such as floor layout, moving objects, and numerous reflecting surfaces. There is no good model for indoor radio multipath characteristic so far [2] . Except using traditional triangulation, positioning algorithms using scene analysis or proximity are developed to mitigate the measurement errors. Targeting different applications or services, these three algorithms have unique advantages and disadvantages.
RF-based scene analysis refers to the type of algorithms that first collect features (fingerprints) of a scene and then estimate the location of an object by matching online measurements with the closest a priori location fingerprints. RSS-based location fingerprinting is commonly used in scene analysis. Location fingerprinting refers to techniques that match the fingerprint of some characteristic of a signal that is location dependent. There are two stages for location fingerprinting: offline stage and online stage (or run-time stage). During the offline stage, a site survey is performed in an environment. The location coordinates/labels and respective signal strengths from nearby base stations/measuring units are collected. During the online stage, a location positioning technique uses the currently observed signal strengths and previously collected information to figure out an estimated location. The main challenge to the techniques based on location fingerprinting is that the received signal strength could be affected by diffraction, reflection, and scattering in the propagation indoor environments. There are at least five location fingerprinting-based positioning algorithms using pattern recognition technique so far: probabilistic methods [3] , k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) [3] , [4] , neural networks [5] - [7] , support vector machine (SVM) [8] , and smallest M-vertex polygon (SMP) [9] .
For any indoor positioning systems, three elements are needed and used in order to design an operational system. In this work, Wi-Fi represents the infrastructure while fingerprinting and neural networks represent the technique and pattern matching algorithm respectively.
An Artificial Neural Network is an information processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain processes information. The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure of the information processing system. It's composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific problems.
In this paper, we will try to use the features of dynamic neural networks (DNN) to get good estimation of the receiver's location.
II. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM WITH DYNAMIC NEURAL NETWORK (LAD)
A. Global Scheme of LAD We will study the ability of DNN to be used in resolving the RSS fluctuation problem in Wi-Fi localization. In other words, the DNN would make the relation between RSS(t) which is depending of time with position (x,y) which is fixed on time but changing on space.
In Fig. 1 , the localization using DNN process is presented. In offline stage, we collect RSS at m known positions, from n Access Points (AP), and each known position is represented by k RSS samples (varying over time). Thus, we will get a dynamic database represented by the matrix n×m×k RSS (Dynamic data base describe the distribution of received power over distance and time).
The DNN is trained by couple (n×m RSS, 2×m(x, y)) with k delays. In online phase, when (n×k) RSS values are presented at the input, the DNN calculates k positions. Then, we take the kth estimated positions as the final estimation. The generated RSS is obtained using the model which is described in (1) ( , ) 10 log( ) ( )
P t : Transmitted power n: Path loss exponent d: distance between the receiver and transmitter X σ : Random variable following Normal distribution (0, σ) and it represents noise.
Two kinds of RSS are generated: stationary and non-stationary RSS. The non-stationary is introduced in this work because it has shown in [10] that the distribution of the RSS is not usually Gaussian, it is often left-skewed and the standard deviation varies according to the signal level. Also, it has found that the RSS is stationary under certain circumstances, but in general, such a conclusion cannot be made. Therefore, the non-stationary aspect should be taken in consideration which wasn't taken in previous works.
The non-stationarity of any given time series data (in our case is RSS) means that the moments (i.e. Mean and variance) of the system are not static in time. Basing on this definition of non stationarity [11] the non-stationary RSS is generated using (1) with time-variant deviation. Fig. 2 shows the two types of RSS at a précised point.
C. Selection and Designing of the DNN
Three kinds of DNNs can be used ( Firstly, the evolution of e(t) of the three DNN is checked out. For that, DNNs are trained by the same matrices. Then, we calculate the mean square error (MSE) over time of one testing point (variation over space is fixed) and the error is described as following:
T is the length of RSS vector of one testing position.
Secondly, the performance of the three networks is tested with many testing points (more than one) to find out the estimation error over space. The output over time of each testing position is taken at t=T for networks with feedback (LRN and NARX) and the mean of e(t) for FFTD (because has no feedback).
TDU is a time delay unit
The selection is based on minimizing the couple (e(t), MDE). MDE is the mean distance error given in (3). accuracies are the same, we prefer the system with the CDF graph, which reaches high probability values faster, because its distance error is concentrated in small values [1] . Table I gives the simulation parameters.
TABLE I: SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF DNN'S ERROR ANALYSIS Fingerprinting

Training sets 100
Testing sets 10 RSS samples per location 60 Fig. 4 shows the evolution of DNNs' MSE over time of the coordinate x of one test point. The MSE of NARX is considerably increasing in time while FFTD and LRN's MSE is fluctuant around a mean. Those phenomena are due to the feedback and its position as well. For NARX, the presence of the feedback from output to input (which includes two layers) creates an accumulation of the error over time because the position is static in time but for FFTD the output is strictly following the input evolution. For LRN, the error of the first layer is pursuing the input variation but this error is reduced after the second layer. 
D. Selected DNN's Conception
The FFTD will have three layers and each layer has a different tasks:
Input layer: the role of this layer is to cluster the variation of RSS over time of each position. The transfer function will be selected among these three functions: 'tribas', 'radbas' and 'tangsig'.
Hidden layer: is considered as a nonlinear filter of the RSS fluctuation over time, contains m neurons with 'logsing' as transfer function which is saturation function. Thus, in online phase the last estimation in time is taken instead of averaging all estimations. Output layer: contains 2 neurons of 'purelin' activation function.
III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Results
From [12] , [13] , three kinds of typical environment have been selected to study the performance of the proposed approaches and those values (presented in Table III ) are empirical which make the simulation more realistic. Two kinds of RSS are used for the simulation stationary and non-stationary in order to carry out the impact of the non-stationarity on the localization performances.
It is apparent from the table IV that the proposed approach is giving good estimations. However, the ameliorations which have been given in term of MDE and CDF aren't constantly the same for the different environments. That dissimilarity is occasioned by the design of the DNN (items selection and optimization). Furthermore, this approach reduces the effect of the non stationarity on localization errors and the results of stationary and non-stationary RSS are almost the same. 
B. Experimental Results
A realistic RSS data is collected in a residential apartment which the plan is presented in figure 5 . The dimension of the environment is 7.8 x 13.7 meters. Every location in this environment is covered by one IEEE 802.11n AP on average. We adopt two kinds of receivers: Lenovo X60 laptop with a Windows XP operating system and ZTE U880 mobile phone with android 2.2.1 operating system. Netstembler is used by the laptop to pick up the signal and every sample is taken within 1 second while WiGLE is used by the mobile phone and every sample is sensed within 2.6 second, both are free software. In the target indoor environment, 113 samples of RSS by laptop and 60 samples by mobile phone at 47 locations to build the training database. Then, 5 test points will be collected in this area. In order to test the robustness of the positioning system, only 60 samples of RSS are taken by the two receivers for each test location. It's important to note that the receiver's orientation has kept the same direction (north) in order to not interfere with impact of orientation on accuracy and robustness of the system [10] . The Fig. 6 shows the variation of RSS of mobile phone and laptop in time at several locations. Firstly, the way of RSS varies in time at those locations is dissimilar for both receivers (mobile phone and laptop) and it is the consequence of environment's dynamism. Secondly, the difference of RSS wave form between the two receivers at the same location is due to two reasons: The sensing time is different, for the mobile phone is much longer than laptop's time, and the characteristic of antenna's receiver. Table V shows the mean distance error and cumulative probability function calculated with RSS samples in figure 6 .
The difference in performances between using laptop and mobile phone is due to the wave form and nature of the measured RSS.
We can see that experimental results are not very different from those of the simulation. Those differences can be explained by a lot of reasons: difference between the environment parameters in the simulation and the experimentation, accuracy of the measured RSS, learning process. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The use of dynamic neural network in geolocation may reveal interesting. The proposed approach with its schemes of optimization has been tested under three typical environments and the results showed that our solution gives good results. Moreover, the impact of non stationarity of RSS has been demonstrated and we can see that that the DNN reduces its effect on localization performance.
